ABSTRACT In several medical applications as well as human safety evaluation, accurate electromagnetic field exposure assessments are required to identify potential side/adverse effects on humans. Computational human models representing anatomy are commonly used to conduct computational dosimetry studies to assess the in situ electric field for quantitative evaluation due to a limitation in conventional human models. The limitation in conventional human models was due to a limited model resolution (typically a few millimeters), which is attributable to the original resolution of medical images. In particular, the importance of the skin layer is suggested in the research agenda of the international standardization body for human electromagnetic exposure. In this paper, we propose a novel method to improve the accuracy of human head skin modeling, which is applicable even to conventional models. To demonstrate the effect of skin modeling on the computed in situ electric field, computational dosimetry is conducted for uniform magnetic field exposure as well as transcranial magnetic stimulation. Computational results indicate that the in situ electric field for uniform exposure is marginally influenced by the skin thickness and model resolution (up to 5%) for different evaluation metrics used in international safety standards. However, the in situ electric field in the skin during transcranial magnetic stimulation and a simulated electrical shaver (non-uniform field exposure) was affected by 11%, which may be worth discussing for optimal brain stimulation considering the side effects of unintended exposure.
I. INTRODUCTION
For human exposure to non-ionizing radiation, the dominant effect is electrostimulation at frequencies typically lower than 100 kHz and thermal effect at the higher frequencies (< 300 GHz). The border frequencies may vary for the duration of exposure and target tissue, as discussed in the international guidelines/standards for human safety [1] , [2] . For electromagnetic field exposure in medical applications and human safety, computational dosimetry becomes an essential tool for estimating internal physical quantities.
At frequencies lower than 100 kHz (referred to as low frequency (LF) hereafter), the in situ electric field (EF) is the physical agent for stimulation, so it is an internal physThe associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mufti Mahmud. ical quantity to be evaluated in compliance with international safety guidelines/standards. However, for LF exposure, there still exists some difficulty in the estimation of the in situ EF. For example, in the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) guidelines, a reduction factor of 3 is applied to reference level in order to consider numerical uncertainty [1] . The IEEE International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety (ICES) opened the research agenda in LF dosimetry, which is required for future safety standards and is also helpful for medical applications [3] . Especially in the latter, the importance of skin modeling has been suggested as a future direction for investigation.
In humans, the highest in situ electric field in the peripheral nervous system is typically observed in the skin. In previous studies, it has been shown that appropriate modeling of human skin would lead to a better understanding of LF exposure [3] . In medical applications, such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), sensations and/or pain have been reported simultaneously during brain stimulation sessions [4] .
Modeling skin in human phantoms/models refers to the process of identifying skin tissues in a more physically correct representation that simulates real skin thickness and conductivity values. In some studies, skin is modeled as a set of multiple layers, such as dermis, epidermis, and stratum corneum [5] - [7] . Skin modeling in LF dosimetry has been discussed extensively but mostly in terms of human safety standardization. An appropriate assignment of skin conductivity has been discussed for uniform exposure [8] - [10] .
Considering skin thickness, the primary reasons for the numerical uncertainties is the stair-casing error, which is inherent to voxel anatomical human body models. The anatomical models are discretized in terms of small voxels, which are suitable for electromagnetic computation with finite difference methods. Some models are based on computer-aided design (CAD) format or discretized in terms of mesh grids for the finite-element method [11] , but only a limited number of reports is available for low-computational efficiency. It is known that the computational error becomes largest at the air-tissue (skin) interface in the computational electromagnetics with voxel models [12] . This may also include the discretization error of the human itself or segmentation error because human body models typically have a resolution of a few millimeters.
Measurements of skin thickness have been reported extensively in several publications (see, [13] - [18] ). As shown in these papers, the skin thickness is correlated to several parameters, such as race, age, gender, skin type, skin location, health conditions, and daily-base activities. Skin thickness measurements have indicated that actual values may not be effectively expressed with the typical resolution of anatomical models. Human models are presented at millimeter resolutions, which is not suitable to demonstrate the variability of real human skin (in micrometers). Moreover, it is difficult to generate accurate high-resolution models using current clinical medical imaging facilities.
The purpose of the present study is to develop a customized head model in which the skin thickness is fine-tuned from measurements reported in a previous study [13] . Then, the computational dosimetry of the in situ electric field is conducted for different exposure scenarios: one loop coil imitating a small source (e.g., electric shavers) and a figure-eight coil used for TMS in addition to uniform magnetic field exposures.
II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. HUMAN MODELS
Pipelines to generate a refined model from original voxel human body models have been proposed and applied to anatomical models developed from MR images [19] . The pipeline is typically composed of the following three procedures: 1) polygonization of conventional low-resolution voxel model, 2) smoothing of polygon model, and 3) voxelization of smoothing polygon model. A smoothed voxel model with an arbitrary resolution can be realized by mediating a polygon model. The first and second steps are almost identical to those presented in [20] .
The pipeline described above has the potential to provide a smooth high-resolution human model from low-resolution ones. Through these steps, a new 0.22 mm human model can be generated from an original 2.0 mm one [21] . The skin in the new model is highly smoothed and the discontinuity of the skin layer is highly suppressed. However, the skin thickness accuracy of the resulting model may be still insufficient in many regions. This effect is well-known in the image processing field during the employment of super-resolution processes [22] . The study in [21] uses the Japanese adult male model (TARO) detailed in [23] . The original TARO model, developed by NICT Japan, is of 2.0 mm voxel size, where the skin is represented in almost only a single voxel. Generation of a higher resolution model is likely to produce a skin of uniform thickness all over the model, which would lead to evaluation of electromagnetic dosimetry with additional uncertainty. Without losing generality, in the present study, we will use the TARO model for human head skin modeling. The proposed method, which is detailed below, can also be implemented in other available human models.
B. HEAD SKIN LABELING
For accurate representation of different skin regions in the head, the skin is divided into different regions that have been proved in the literature to have almost uniform thickness. We have divided the TARO head model into 31 different regions using mesh grid vertices as references. The connected vertices of the external head skin layer are classified into one of the 31 regions, as shown in Fig. 1 . Every region is assumed to have an almost uniform skin thickness value following the work presented in [13] . The predefined skin thickness values (dermal and epidermal) for the head skin model used in this study are shown in Table 1 .
C. SKIN THICKNESS ADJUSTMENT (VOXEL-BASED APPROACH)
The weakness of the procedure discussed in Section II. A is that the model accuracy is highly influenced by the segmentation performed in the original model development. This effect is crucial in small or thin tissues/organs (such as skin). There have only been a few attempts in the literature that aim at measuring/estimating accurate skin thickness [13] , [18] . We then proposed two fine-tuning methods of the skin generated using the polygon method with measured data. The first method is a voxel-based computation, and it consists of two main phases: 1) enforcement of skin thickness constraints and 2) minimization of the variation in skin thickness values. In the first phase, a set of prior knowledge obtained from real thickness measurements, as shown in Table 1 , are used to adjust realistic skin thickness values in different regions. If the voxelized human model is defined as with the subset skin defining the voxels that identify the skin, the first phase is implemented using the following constraints: where p(i, j, k) is a single voxel, is the skin thickness, and t r is the skin thickness value for the defined region r , r = 1, . . . , 31. To identify the value of within the voxel representation, we first identify the most interior voxels as the skin dermal layer and compute the value of as the minimum distance to reach an air-representing voxel, as shown in Fig. 2 . The first phase is implemented by adding/removing voxels representing skin from the epidermal layer (i.e., external skin) to satisfy the skin thickness constraints. The following algorithm identify the adding/removing voxel process:
remove n voxels from directiond; end if <t r then n = (t r − )/ ; add n voxels to directiond; end end end where der r defines a dermal skin region, is the voxel size, and dist(p, d) is the Cartesian distant from voxel p to the first air voxel in direction d. The computed model results from the implementation of constraints in (1) are expected to produce strong stair-case artifacts, which are handled through the second phase.
In the second phase, the total-variation (TV) minimization filter is used to reduce the artifacts generated from phase one. TV minimization is a well-known image processing FIGURE 3. Voxel-based skin modeling. From a low-resolution model, direct rescaling will generate a uniform skin thickness. Thickness constraints identify the accurate thickness in each region, which leads to strong stair-case artifacts. The TV minimization filter reduces the artifacts and leads to smooth and more realistic skin modeling without losing thickness constraints. Demonstration is displayed in 2D for simplicity, but actual computations are done in 3D.
FIGURE 4.
A sketch demonstrating the vertex position change to model the skin thickness. Black circles represent the vertices of the original external surface of the skin ( out ), which are modeled to the red cross points (ˆ out ). The change in distance is subject to the position of the vertex corresponding to the defined region r . Skin thickness change in peripheral vertices is different from internal ones. Below is a 2D sketch to demonstrate the transition at peripheral vertices.
technique that aims to globally reduce the variation in image pixel values with superior quality compared to conventional techniques such as mean/median filters [24] . Commonly, TV is implemented to change the pixel values that represent a physical phenomenon used to generate the image, such as light intensity in nature images and attenuation coefficients in x-ray imaging. However, the TV filter here is used to change the skin thickness (i.e., the number of voxels that represent skin thickness) such that the skin thickness is modeled in a more realistic manner. The TV minimization is implemented as follows:
where D x , D y , and D z are the skin thickness variation over the x, y, and z axes, respectively. The minimization of (2) is achieved using Chambolle's algorithm described in [25] . In other words, the implementation of TV minimization in (2) aims at finding the values of skin thickness ( ) at each model voxel (p(i, j, k) ∈ skin ) such that the variation from measurements in neighbor voxels is minimized globally. This filter is expected to enforce skin thickness variation in a smooth way without losing the thickness constraints applied in the first phase, which present a more realistic modeling of the skin. A simple step-by-step example illustrating the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 3 .
D. SKIN THICKNESS ADJUSTMENT (MESH GRID-BASED APPROACH)
A major drawback with the voxel-based modeling is that the computation cost becomes notably high when the model VOLUME 7, 2019 resolution is increased. Memory limitations in commonly available computing facilities may mitigate the production of voxel-based modeling beyond 0.1 mm. An alternative technique is to model the skin using mesh grids that can be used later to generate the voxel model with different resolutions. The smoothed surface polygons of the TARO model are used in this study. First, the external mesh grid is split into the 31 regions ( r , r = 1, . . . , 31) defined in Fig. 1 , while the internal mesh grid is unchanged. Here, the term external grid refers to the skin surface that separates anatomical tissue from the outside air region. Given a vertex point v(i, j, k) ∈ r , the distance from v to the internal skin mesh grid is computed using the method presented in [26] such that
where in and out are the internal and external mesh grid surfaces of the skin, respectively. The new position of the vertex point v is computed using the following formula:
where λ is a weighting parameter,t r is approximated skin width at borders of region r , v c and v b are central and peripheral vertices, respectively, andṽ c is a central vertex of a neighbor region with skin thicknesst r as shown in Fig. 4 . e is a unit vector defining the direction from the point v to the surface in . The weighting parameter λ is employed to enforce skin smoothness and reliability, especially around the edges of skin sub-regions. The effect of λ is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The skin modeling in (3) is implemented for all 31 skin regions labeled in Fig. 1 to adjust the head skin of the TARO model. An example of modeled skin of region number 11 is shown in Fig. 5 .
E. SCALAR POTENTIAL FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC DOSIMETRY
The scalar potential finite difference (SPFD) method [12] was used for computational dosimetry evaluation. The SPFD method considers a local indexing method with scalar potentials (ϕ n ) at neighboring labeled nodes (n = 1, . . . , 6) defined with Cartesian coordinates around the target node ϕ 0 . The finite difference equation representing the impedance of applied magnetic field between the nodes can be described as
where S n , l n , ω, and A 0n denote the edge conductance derived from the tissue conductivity, the distance between nodes, the angular frequency, and the magnetic vector potential, 46180 VOLUME 7, 2019 respectively. A geometric multigrid method that implements a successive over-relaxation smoothing is detailed in [27] and is used to solve the problem in (7). The solution is found iteratively, and the stopping criterion of the geometric multigrid method for non-uniform exposure is computed for relative residual value of order 10 −5 , which allows a truncation error of 1% [27] . In the computational results shown in Section III, the stopping criterion for uniform exposure is determined in the same way with residual value of 10 −6 . The values of S n assigned to different modeled human tissues in the human head were considered for a four-Cole-Cole dispersion model [28] .
F. EXPOSURE SCENARIOS AND EVALUATION METRICS
Two TARO head models, i.e., original model and that with the skin thickness fine-tuned, are considered in a free space. The dosimetry is conducted for exposure to uniform magnetic field in the frontal (AP) and lateral (LAT) directions, as shown in Fig. 6 (a) . A magnetic flux density of 0.1 mT at a frequency of 50 Hz is used in both exposure directions. In addition to the maximum value of the in situ electric field, the 99.0 th to 99.9 th percentile values are also computed as surrogates of the maximum value. The computations were conducted over a 2.0 mm average cube. For a non-uniform exposure scenario, a simulated electric shaver is modeled by a one-loop coil with a radius of 10 mm. The center of the coil is located at 30 mm from the chin, as demonstrated in Fig. 6 (b) .
G. EXPOSURE SCENARIOS IN MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
The effect of skin modeling is also investigated considering the magnetic field exposure from the TMS coil. Brain stimulation by TMS is applied using a figure-eight coil positioned over the parietal lobe (mid-way between Cz and Pz) and hand motor area, as shown in Fig. 7 . A coil current of 1 A with a frequency of 10 kHz is used for both exposure scenarios. The hotspot over the skin is computed as the maximum value of the in situ electric field from the 90.0 th percentile value for TMS [29] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. SKIN MODELING
The head region is extracted from the original TARO model of 2.0 mm. A polygonized version of the conventional model is generated to represent head segmented regions. The skin modeling is implemented using different resolutions of 0.5, 0.44, 0.25, and 0.22 mm. Both the voxel-based and mesh grid-based approaches described above are implemented to model the head skin regions. We have found a small difference between the two approaches, which corresponds to the accuracy rate of the voxelization process used to generate the final model by the mesh grid-approach. However, computation cost of the skin modeling is considerably increased as we aim for higher resolutions using the voxel-based approach. For this reason and for dosimetry unification, we decided to employ the mesh grid-approach only in the following dosimetry evaluation. The original and resultant Real Skin TARO (RS-TARO) with a resolution of 0.22 mm are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . An example of skin thickness change can be observed within the eyelid region. The skin thickness of the original model reaches a value of 2.2 mm, which is relatively high compared to real measurements. On the other hand, the RS-TARO presents a skin thickness of almost 1.32 mm, which demonstrates a more realistic value, as shown in Fig. 8 (c) . Additional examples of skin thickness change are shown in Fig. 9 . It is clear from these results that the values of skin thickness, around the forehead, vertex, and chin regions for example, demonstrate a more realistic profile compared with the original high-resolution model. 
B. ELECTROMAGNETIC DOSIMETRY
To discuss the effect of human skin modeling on the in situ electric field, we first consider the uniform exposure scenario detailed in Section II.F. The 0.44 mm TARO and RS-TARO head models are exposed to a uniform magnetic field from the AP and LAT directions, and results are computed using the geometric multigrid method. The tissue conductivities used in the dosimetry are shown in Table 2 and are based on the values reported in [20] . Tables 3 and 4 show the in situ electric field from the 99.0 th to 99.9 th percentile value using head models of resolution 0.44 mm. The computed values for all tissues (including skin) and skin only are shown for comparison purposes. From these data, it is clear that the variability of the in situ electric field is rather small (5% or less in the 0.44 mm models). This demonstrates that the skin modeling has a small contribution to the distribution of the in situ electric field values. For both the LAT and AP directions, consistent variability was observed between the TARO and RS-TARO models. To confirm the effect of model resolution, we repeated the above dosimetry evaluation of uniform exposure using head models of 0.5 and 0.25 mm resolutions. Original dosimetry and 2 mm 3 averaged EF using head models of 0.5 mm (for the LAT and AP directions) are shown in Fig. 9 . A comparison of the in situ electric field measurements using 0.5 and 0.25 mm for the LAT exposure direction is shown in Fig. 10 . These results indicate that the variability of the in situ electric field due to the change of model resolution is rather small, except the maximum value. The difference in the maximum value is due to inherent error, which is attributable to the stair-casing discretization in voxel models. 
C. ELECTRICAL SHAVER
In the case of the electric shaver, the distribution of the electric field is shown in Fig. 6 (b) . The maximum error between the TARO and RS-TARO models (0.5 mm resolution) is lower than 5%, as shown in the data measurements presented in Table 5 . The relative difference in electric field distribution is relatively small, as expected considering the skin thickness change values demonstrated in Fig. 9 (R3) . 
D. TMS
The TMS exposure scenario is considered for both the original TARO and RS-TRAO head models of 0.22 mm resolution in two stimulation suites. The maximum in situ electric field values from the 90.0 th to 100 th percentiles were computed to obtain the relative difference between both models in three different tissues (skin, fat, and brain), as shown in Fig. 13 . Also, the spatial distribution of the electric field strength and relative difference for TMS over the Cz-Pz and hand motor area are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 , respectively. The maximum relative difference for stimulation over the Cz-Pz position is 11.0%, 4.1%, and 2.3% for skin, fat, and brain, respectively. Meanwhile, the maximum relative difference is 7.6%, 6.5%, and 4.3% for skin, fat, and brain, for the stimulation of the hand motor area, respectively. These results demonstrate a relatively small variability in internal tissues, while relatively higher values can be observed on the skin VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 12. Electric field distribution for magnetic exposure of an electric shaver applied to the chin using the (a) TARO and (b) RS-TARO head models.
FIGURE 13.
In situ electric field (left) and relative difference (right) in electric field values for skin, fat, and brain tissues for TMS exposure on two sites: Cz-Pz (top) and hand motor area (bottom). surface. However, considering the side effect or unwanted stimulation of the skin during the brain stimulation, this difference may not be negligible for clinical planning. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The use of human models with detailed skin modeling becomes essential in LF dosimetry. Generation of high-resolution human models using low resolution ones may lead to inappropriate skin thickness. In this study, we developed two different methods for modeling skin thickness so that it more closely represents real measurements. Voxeland mesh grid-based methods were proposed for accurate skin modeling. Results indicated that the proposed methods were effective in producing more realistic models with high quality.
We then investigated the variation of electric field distribution in human models due to skin modeling. We considered different exposure scenarios: uniform magnetic field exposure, TMS, and canonical electrical shaver. Results indicated that the effect of skin modeling for uniform exposure (from either the LAT or AP direction) is fairly small with a maximum variability of 5%. Almost the same value can be confirmed with the simulation of an electrical shaver. However, a relatively higher variability of more than 11% can be observed with medical applications such as TMS.
For future work, it would be interesting to conduct additional computational/experimental dosimetry to validate the effect of skin modeling for TMS and investigate side effects such as pain in cranial nerves.
